This is the second and final part of a paper [11] dedicated to Helmut Hasse on his 75 th birthday. The emphasis will be on local studies, and the central result is the main theorem 10. 12 at the end of § 10. This is a theorem about semi-local rings with involution, which in the special case of trivial Involution teils us, that the signatures of the semi-local ring A correspond uniquely to the conjugacy classes of elernents of order 2 in the Galois group G( \A).
In § 11 we discuss the perhaps easiest global Situation of interest, namely real closures of affine curves over the field of real numbers. Our results support the hope that here a theorem completely analogous to Theorem 10. 12 holds true, cf. Question 11.11.
The terminology and notations developed in part I of the paper [11] will be used throughout without further explanation. § 6. The involution of a real closure
We need-also for later sections-some more terminology. Let A be a π-ring with trivial involution. Definition* 6. 1. i) We call A strictly simply connected, if A is simply connected in the category of rings without involution.
ii) Let A be connected. Then we call a covering φ: A -» T of A a strict universal covering, if Thas trivial involution and Tis strictly simply connected.
In § 5 we introduced the notation for the unique subring of containing A which is a strict universal covering of A.
We now consider an arbitrary real closed pair (Λ, ρ). We denote by ρ 0 the restriction of ρ to the fixed ring R Q of the involution J R . We know from Prop. 3. 17 that (/? 0 > Qo) is strictly real closed. In § 5 we have seen that [Λ 0 : Λ 0 ] <ί 2, and in fact [R 0 : R 0~] = 2 if there exists a rational prime numberp which is a unit in R.
The goal of the present small section is to prove Theorem 6. 2 
. Assume that R 0 is not strictly simply connected (e.g. p e R* for some prime number p). Then the Involution ofR is non degenerate.
This theorem clearly implies Corollary 6. 3. Lei (R, ρ) be an arbitrary real closed pair. Then (7? 0 , ρ 0 ) is strictly real closed and (R, Q) is the real closure of(R 0 , ρ 0 )· Το prove Theorem 6. 2 we consider a real closure (S, σ) of the pair (/? 0 , £o).
According to § 5 the ring \S\ is simply connected. Thus by our assumption S is a covering of R 0 of degree 2. Clearly the involution J s is non degenerate and the fixed ring of J s is R 0 . By Theorem 3. 9 there exists a morphism which is the identity on R 0 . We want to show that β is an isomorphism, which will prove our theorem.
The 0 -module Λ bears the hermitian form b : R x R -» 0 > b(x, y) = xy + xy , and S bears an hermitian form b' defined in the same way. Our map β is isometric with respect to b' and b, since β is π-equivariant. Now the form b r on S is non singular. {Indeed, the class of (S, b') in W(R 0 ) is the element TrJ / O (l) studied already in § 3.} Thus β is certainly injective. Since now we regard S s a subring of Λ and β s the inclusion map.
We have to show S = R. We pick an arbitrary maximal ideal m of R 0 and denote by A, B, C the localized rings 0m , /? m , 5 m respectively. It suffices to prove B = C. We use again the letter b for the hermitian form induced on B by the form b above on R. Let W be the set of all χ in B with b(x 9 Q = 0. Since C is a non singular submodule of B, we have the orthogonal decomposition (*) Moreover (**) since C is stable under J B and for x, y, z in B. Now the y4-module C has a free basis l, ω with the relation ω 2 -ω = α for some α in ,4, such that l -h 4α is a unit of ^4, cf. [14] , 5. 13 or [22] , The involution of C is given by ώ = l -ω. We consider the element w: =1 -2 ω of C, which is a unit of B since w 2 = l+4a. By (##) we have uW<^W. But on the other band =-u, and also vv = -w for every w in W since b(w, 1) = 0. Thus w W is contained in the fixed ring A of the involution of B, and a fortiori uWaC. From (#) we obtain uW=Q, and then JF= 0, since u is a unit. Thus B = C, and our theorem is proved. 36* Let now (R, ρ) be a real closed and weakly semi-local pair, and let ρ 0 denote the restriction of ρ to R 0 . By Proposition 3. 17 the pair (R Q , ρ 0 ) is strictly real closed. We have seen in § 6 that the Involution of R is non degenerate. Thus R is a quadratic etale extension of R 0 . Choosing a natural number h^ l with 4h -l a unit in R 0 we have according to § 5 the following explicit description of R over R 0 . (Notice that \R\ is the universal covering of |/? 0 |, and apply Corollary 5. 4.) (7. 3) R = R 0 + R 0 a), ω 2 -ω=-/ι, ώ = 1-ω.
We want to prove Theorem 7.
W (R) = Z. Inparticular ρ is the unique Signatur e of R.
To prove this theorem we need three lemmata. 
Lemma 7. 6. Let B be a ring with trivial involution which is strictly simply connected and weakly semi-local. Then for every maximal ideal 9W of B the field Bj^Ol is separably closed.
Proof. Assume SR 0 is a maximal ideal of B such that 5/9Jl 0 is not separably closed, and let be an irreducible separable polynomial of degree n > l over 5/9W 0 . We choose a semi-local subring B' of B such that B is integral over B' and the subfield Β'/$η ο n B' of 5/9ϊί 0 contains all coefficients a ( oip (t) . Let m 0 = SR 0 n B', ιτ^ , . . . , m r denote the finitely many maximal ideals of B'. We choose for every / with l ^ / g r a separable polynomial of degree « over '/m,·. Indeed, if 57m; is finite we may choose p^r) s an irreducible polynomial, and if B'/nii is infinite we may choose p^t) s a product of different linear polynomials. By the "Chinese remainder theorem" we find a polynomial in ' [/], whose image in ( '/mO [/] is />,·(/) for 0^/^r. Clearly the ring C: = is a finite etale extension of B. If C would not be connected then also C/9J1 0 C would not be connected, which contradicts the irreducibility of p Q (f). Thus C is a covering of B of degree n>\. This is a contradiction, since B is strictly simply connected. Thus £/9W 0 must be separably closed.
q. e. d.
Returning to our real closed pair (R, ρ) we obtain from Lemma 7. 6 the following Proof. For every ε in R* the spaces (1) and (Ν(ε)) over R are isometric and thus ρ(Ν(ε)) = 1. Assume now that a is a unit of J? 0 with ρ (#) = !. We choose the number h occurring in the description (7. are units in jR 0 . Indeed such a unit c can be found in any semi-local subring A of R 0 containing a, such that R 0 is integral over A and all residue class fields of A contain more then 7 elements.
Having fixed such a unit c we first consider the case that
is a unit, and according to a general rule about signatures [14] , 2. 3 we obtain By Lemma 7. 5 there exists some .Y in R 0 with
Thus is a norm, and also a = b~l b 2 c~2 is a norm. Knebusch, Realcloswesofcommutativerings.il We now consider the remaining case that ρ(1 -bh)=-1. Then ρ(ί?Α 2 -A) = l, and hence also the unit
has value +1 under ρ. Again by Lemma 7. 5 there exists some χ in jR 0 with
Thus bA 2 is a norm, which implies that a is norm. q. e. d. Let R denote the π-ring (7)', i. e. the strict universal covering of T equipped with the automorphism a=t=id of T/T s involution. Let σ be an arbitrary signature of T. The π-ring T (with trivial involution) is non real, since -(4A-1) is a square in T. Thus σ certainly cannot be extended to T. By Proposition 7. 2 the signature σ extends to a signature ρ of R. Since \R\ is simply connected in the category of rings without involution, the pair (/?, ρ) must be real closed. Now Theorem 7. 4 teils us that ρ is the only signature of R. This implies that σ is the only signature of Γ, and we have σ = τ. Clearly
Since τ is the only signature of T, the ideal Ker (τ) is the only minimal prime ideal of Γ, cf. Theorem 2. 3, and thus Ker (τ) = 9l.
q. e. d. Definitions 7.10. i) Let R be a weakly semi-local π-ring. We call R real closed if R possesses a signature ρ such that (R, ρ) is real closed, and we call R strictly real closed if R has trivial involution and possesses a signature ρ such that (/?, ρ) is strictly real closed. These definitions are natural, since by Theorem 7. 4 and its Corollary 7. 9 in both cases ρ is the only signature of R. ii) Further let A be a connected weakly semi-local π-ring, and σ be a signature of A. Then we call a covering φ: A -+ R a real closure of A with respect to σ, or a real closure of (A, σ), if R is real closed and the unique signature ρ of R extends σ.
In the same way we use the notion of a strict real closure ψ:Α-+ΤοϊΑ with respect to σ in the case that A has trivial involution.
If φ : A -> R is a real closure of A with respect to σ, then by Theorem 7. 4 the induced map φ# : W (A) -> W(R) may be identified with σ.
In the case that 2 is a unit we can simplify Corollary 7.9. Proposition 7. 11. Lei T be a strictly real closed weakly semi-local ring, and assume that 2 is a unit in T. Then W(T) £ Z.
Proof. W (T)
is generated by the elements [(a)] with a in 7*. Since a can be written in the form 1+ 4b with b in Γ, we see from Lemma 7. 5 that (a) ^ (1) if σ(α) = l and then Z.
q.e.d.
The assumption that 2 is a unit is essential in Proposition 7. 1 1, s shows the following Example 7. 12. Let A be the localization of the ring Z with respect to the prime ideal 2 Z, and let σ be the restriction of the signature of Q to the subring A, which by Corollary 4. 11 is the unique signature of A. Let Tbe a strict real closure of A with respect to σ. Finally let n be a square free natural number with n = 3 mod 4. Then « is not a square in T. Indeed, otherwise T would contain the ring B:=A[\/n]. Since both rings are integrally closed we would obtain from the Galois theory of fields, applied to the quotient fields of T and B, that B coincides with the fixed ring of T with respect to the group H of all automorphisms of T over B. Thus B would be a covering of A, which is not true. A fortiori n is not a square in 7", and thus the element z: = [(l, -w)] of W (T) is not zero. But z has value zero under the unique signature of T. Thus W (T) is not isomorphic to Z.
The following proposition improves the previous Corollary 7. 7. ii) If p is a maximal ideal, then T/p is strictly real closed (i.e. a real closed field in classical terminology).
N. B.
The ideal p may be maximal or may be not maximal.
Proof. Assume m is a maximal ideal and the field Γ/τη is real. Then T has a signature which can be extended to 77m. This signature must be the only signature τ, and thus m is contained in p, which implies m = p. Now Proposition 7. 13 follows from Corollary 7. 7.
q.e.d. Proof. The first assertion follows from Lemma 7. 6 and the fact that \R\ is simply connected in the category of rings without Involution, which has been proved in § 5. Clearly ty is stable under J R , since J R is an automorphism of the pair (/?, ρ). Let ω denote the Artin-Schreier generator of R over Ro occurring in ( q. e. d.
We close this section with an application of our result, that a strict real closure of a connected semi-local ring with trivial involution has only one signature (Cor. 7. 9). Let R l9 R 2 denote the subfields of fixed elements of y ls y 2 in K. Due to our assumption the intersections R l n K nr and R 2 n K nr are equal. The fields R { and R 2 , equipped with the trivial involution, are strictly real closed [3] . We denote by ρ/ the unique signature of R t . By the uniqueness theorem for strict real closures the conjugacy of y 1 and y 2 is equivalent to the assertion that the restrictions ρ^Κ and Q 2 \K are equal. Let A denote the semi-local subring of K consisting of all elements which are integral with respect to all spots in 5. It suffices to prove that the restrictions σ 1 : = ρ ι \Α and σ 2 : = ρ 2 \Α are equal, since every signature of A can be extended in only one way to a signature ofK [14] , Proposition 2. 14.
The integral closure of A in K nr is a strict universal covering of A. Let B denote the integral closure of A in the field R^ nK nr -R 2 n K nr equipped with the trivial involution, and let τ { denote the restriction Q t \B. Then (B, τ^) is a covering of (A, a t ), and (B, T f ) is strictly real closed since the only non trivial covering of B is non real. Since B has only one signature (Corollary 7. 9), we have τ 1 =τ 29 hence σ 1 = σ 2 .
q.e.d. § 8. The multiplicities Λ (τ, Α) in the semi-local case Let (A, σ) be a connected weakly semi-local pair and let (B, τ) be a covering of (A, σ), which then again is weakly semi-local. We shall study the automorphisms of (B, τ) over (A, σ), and thereafter we shall compute the multiplicity n (τ, A) introduced in § 3 in the case [5:^4] < oo.
For any weakly semi-local ring C and signature ρ of C we denote by p (ρ) the prime ideal associated with ρ, cf. Theorem 4. 8, and by ρ the signature induced on the quotient field Γ(ρ(ρ)) of C/pfe). We further denote by β (ρ) the set of all finite sums N(XI)GI +· · ·+N(x r )a r with x t in C, a t in C*, ρ(α ί ) = 1, and x l C-\-· · -+ x r C=C. As explained in Appendix B this set β (ρ) coincides with the set ( |C 0 ) introduced already in §4.
We return to our covering (B, τ) of (A, σ). We denote by σ 0 and τ 0 the restrictions σ\Α 0 and τ\Β 0 respectively, and we use the following abbreviations: ρ = ρ(σ), q: = p(t) ? Po: = ρ(σ"ο), <1o : = Ρ( τ ο)· By Theorem 4. 8 we have p 0 = p n A Q and q 0 = q n B 0 .
Before coming to the main subject of this section we prove Proof. Denoting the intersection q n A by p' we have a natural commutative diagram
The signature σ of A can be extended to the signature τ of j9(q), and thus σ can also be extended to a signature of A (p'). This implies p' cz p.
Let now a:(A, σ)-+(R, ρ) be a morphism into a real closed pair (R, ρ) whose kernel is the prime ideal p. We obtain such a morphism for example by composing the natural map from (A, σ) to (A (p), σ) with a real closure of (A (p), er). By Theorem 3. 9 α can be extended to a morphism β from (B, τ) to (R, ρ). Let r denote the kernel of . Then we have a commutative diagram A^ >B -I with 7 the canonical map from B to B (r) and β °γ = β. The signature τ can be extended to R by ρ, and thus τ can also be extended to B (τ). This implies r c q and then p = r n ^ c p'. Thus we have proved p = p', i. e. p = q n A. We also have
It follows from the defmition of β (σ) and β (τ), that β (σ) is contained in β (τ) n A 0 . Let now z be an element of β (τ) π A 0 . Then z is neither an element of-β (σ) nor of p, since-β (σ) is contained in -β (τ) and p is contained in q. Thus z must lie in β (σ). Thisproves (a) = (i) n^4 0 .
q.e.d. Proof. For every automorphism g of (B, τ) over (A, σ) we denote by g' the induced automorphism of (J5(q), τ) over (A (p), σ). Now τ corresponds to an ordering of B(c\) 0 , and g' yields an automorphism of £(q) 0 preserving this ordering. Furthermore g' is the identity on the subfield A(p) Q , and J5(q) 0 is algebraic over A(p) 0 . Thus g' must be the identity on B(q) 0 . Indeed, g' cannot permute the fmitely many conjugates of an element χ of J?(q) 0 over A(p) 0 , since g' preserves the ordering relations between them, and thus g'(x) = x. Denoting by^ the involution J (q) we obtain g' = id or g' -j.
Let C denote the subring B G of B. By § l we know that B is a galois covering of C. We consider the commutative diagram Before proving this we restate Theorem 8. 5 in the special case (B, τ) = (R, ρ) in other terms. Recall from Corollary 7. 14 that the involution of the field R(i) with r the prime ideal associated with ρ is non trivial.
Corollary 8. 6. Let R be a real closure of (A, σ). If A (p) has trivial involution then R has precisely two automorphisms over A. Otherwise the identity is the only automorphism of Rover A.
We now prove Theorem 8. 5. As above let (R, ρ) denote a real closure of (B, τ). If A (p) has non trivial involution, then we know already from Proposition 8. 2 that R has no automorphism over A except the identity and thus We assume since now that A (p) has trivial involution. Consider the morphism
with the first two arrows the canonical maps occurring already in the proof of Proposition 8. 2, and the morphism κ being a real closure of (5(q), τ ). Clearly λ has the extension
to (B, τ), with the first arrow again the canonical map. Assume now that (q) has non trivial involution. Then also / s ο μ is an extension of λ which is different from μ. Thus η(τ,Α) = 2 in this case. Applying this to (/?, ρ) instead of (B, τ) we have already proved Corollary 8. 6 completely. To fmish the proof of Theorem 8. 5 it remains to consider the case that 5(q) has trivial involution. We have and we know already Thus η(τ,Α) = \, and Theorem 8. 5 is completely proved. s has been shown in [14] , and thus by Dress' theorem 2. 4 the torsion part of W (A) will be contained in 5l in the general case. 
fortiori C(X 9 I) is integral over the ring a A (W(A)), and thus a A maps W(A) isomorphically onto C(X, Z). By the way we learn that W( ) is integral over Z and thus W (A) is integral over Z. (This remains true if A is non real.)
The Gelfand isomorphism a A depends on A in a functorial way. Indeed, let φ : A -* B be a homomorphism from A int o another real ring B with involution. φ induces a ring homomorphism φ^ from W (A) t o W (B) and thus also a homomorphism from 0 ® JF(/4) to 0 ® H^(J?) which we again denote by φ^.. On the other hand we have a continuous map p from the Boolean space Υ of signatures of B to X, assigning to a signature τ of Fits restriction τ\Α = τ ° φ^. The diagram
with/?* denoting the map/W/o p clearly commutes.
The continuous map p just defined is closed since X is compact and Υ is Hausdorff. As a first application of the trace formula developed in § 3 we obtain 
Let further w denote the element Tr| M (z) of W (A). We introduce the clopen sets
W is a clopen neighbourhood of τ 0 , and the trace formula yields for τ in W and σ=/?(τ), that
On the other hand, again by the trace formula
Since τ 0 (ζ) Φ 0 this implies n (τ, A)^n (τ$Α) for all τ in W.
q. e. d. ii) Assume that / is locally constant. Then we may assume that on the clopen neighbourhood F of σ 0 constructed above in addition / is constant, and we see that every U h l ^ / ^ s, is mapped bijectively onto F.
Lemma 9. 5. i) The function τ\-*η(τ,Α) οη Υ is locally constant if and only if thefunction on X, assigning to each σ in X the number of points in its flbre, is locally constant. ii) Assume that f is locally constant and let r denote the maximum of f on X. Then the ring extension φ^ : W(A) -· > W (E) is finite etale. More precisely we can find r idempotents
We now coverp(F) by fmitely many clopen sets V 1 , . . . , V n such that for every j, with clopen sets [/,·/ which are mapped bijectively onto Vj. Replacing Vj by V j \(V l u · · -u Fy-J for 7 > l we assume in addition that the V j are mutually disjoint. Clearly/has the constant value Sj on V J9 hence r = Max (,?!,. ..,£").
For every / in [l, r] we denote by Z { the union of all sets U with i^j^n and ^^ /. Then
and each Z f is a clopen subset of Υ which under p is mapped bijectively and thus homeomorphically onto its image X { : =p(Z t ). We have and
Here all isomorphisms are compatible with action of C(X, Z) on the corresponding rings. Now the second assertion of our lemma follows from the diagram (9. 2), since C(X 9 Z) and C(Y, Z) correspond to the rings W (A) and W (B) under the Gelfand isomorphisms a^anda .
q.e. d.
We now state the first main result of this section, essentially announced already in [12] . By 2~ °° we denote localization with respect to the powers of 2. q. e. d. We We want to obtain some Information about the ring N(A) of natural spaces. ii) The isomorphy classes ofcoverings C ofA correspond uniquely to the homomorphisms λ from Ω (A) to Z by the relation = y c .
Assume now that φ:Α->Β
is a finite etale homomorphism and u: A-* is an arbitrary homomorphism between rings with Involution. As in previous sections we denote for any ring
ii) Assume in addition that either B has trivial involution or A has a non degenerate involution. Alternatively assume that A' has trivial involution and B® A A' has a non degenerate involution. Then Φ is bijective and thus a homeomorphism.

iii) In addition to one of the assumptions made in ii) we also assume that A ' is weakly semi-local. Then the kerne l and the cokernel ofthe map W(B) ® W(A] W(A')-+ W (B ®
iii) The minimal prime Ideals ofΩ(A) are the kernels of these homomorphisms λ.
Of course in this theorem our ring A with Involution can be replaced by a connected ω-ring for an arbitrary finite group ω.
Corollary 9. 11. Let A be an arbitrary ring with involution (or ω-ring).
i) Every two stable isomorphic finite etale algebras over A are actually isomorphic.
ii) The minimal prime Ideals ofΩ(A) are the kernels ofthe homomorphisms from Ω (A) toi.
iii) Ω (A) has no nilpotent elements φ 0.
Proof. All this is clear from Theorem 9. 10 if A is connected and then also for a fmite product A =Αι χ · · · xA r of connected rings A t with involution, i.e. for a ring A with involution, which has only fmitely many idempotents. The assertions then can be deduced for arbitrary A by observing that A is an inductive limit of noetherian subrings stable under the involution.
According to the formulas (9. 9) we have a well defmed homomorphism > W (A) mapping an isomorphy class \_B~] to the element {B} of W (A). Following [6] we call Sc the Schar lau map over A . Clearly Sc has the image N (A). above. In particular /* is injective, hence / is surjective. Statement (ii) means that / is injective and thus bijective. This in turn is equivalent to the Statement that /* is bijective.
Lemma 9. 12. Lei o:W(A)-+Z be a signature of A, and let α:(Λ, σ)-* (R, Q) be a morphism into a real closedpair (R, ρ). Then thefunction σ ° Sc on Ω(Α) coincides with y R . {Ofcourse R is regarded s algebra over
Now the equivalence (i) <=> (ii) is clear from the diagram (*).
(ii) => (iii) : Let α : A -> R be the map which makes R a covering of A. Let ρ 1 , ρ 2 be two signatures of R, and let σ 1 =ρ ί ° oc*, 02 = ί?2 οα * denote their restrictions to A. We know from Theorem 5. l, that \_ : K] = 2. Thus R has no real covering of degree > l and the pairs (R, ρ χ ), (/?, ρ 2 ) both are real closed. By Lemma 9. 12 we have σι ° Sc = σ 2 ° Sc = y R .
Under the assumption (ii) this implies σι = σ 2 , and then, by the uniqueness theorem 3. 5 for real closures, that (R, QI) is isomorphic to (R, ρ 2 ) over A. Thus by Burnside's theorem 9. 10 the coverings RI and R 2 over A are isomorphic. We choose an isomorphism β from RI to R 2 over ^4 and we denote by ρ' 2 the signature £2 ° * on ^i· By our assumption there exists an automorphism λ of RI over A with £2 = β i ° Λ*, 
(Α). Then we have
Lemma 9. 12 a. Let σ be α signature of A and let α : (A, σ} -> (Γ, τ) be a morphism into a strictly real closed pair (T, τ). Then σ ο Sco coincides with y?·.
In proving the analogous result to Theorem 9. 13 we have to be slightly careful, since for a strictly real closed pair (Γ, τ) we do not know in general, whether T is also strictly real closed with respect to all other signatures of T. {We know this if there exists a prime number which is not a unit in Γ, cf. proof of Proposition 5. 5}. We obtain 
(iii) If T is a covering of A with trivial involution which is strictly real closed with respect to some signature, then the automorphism group of T over A acts transitively on the sei ofall signatures τ ofT such that (Γ, τ) is strictly real closed.
These theorems 9. 13 and 9. 13 a imply the following concrete results. Examples 9. 14. a) Assume A is a weakly semi-local ring with Involution. Then W (A) l N (A) is a torsion group. Indeed, this holds true if A is connected by the preceding theorem 9. 13 since then according to § 7 every real closure of A has only one signature.
By the usual Standard argument we then see that W(A)jN(A) is a torsion group also if A is not connected (cf. proof of Corollary 9. 11). Question: For which prime numbers p is the /?-component of W (A)/N (A) not zero? If
A has trivial involution then we obtain by the same method the stronger result that W(A)/N 0 (A) is a torsion group. Moreover W (A) = N 0 (A) if in addition 2 is a unit in A. This has been observed by Dress in the case that A is a field [6] , and follows in our more general Situation by the same argument s in [6] . This argument also shows W(A) = N(A) if A has arbitrary involution and 2 is a unit. b) Let A be the ring IR [X] of regul r algebraic functions on a smooth affine curve X over the field R of real numbers equipped with an involution. Let R be a covering of A which is real closed with respect to some signature. We shall prove in § 11 that then W(K) -1, and hence R has only one signature. Thus by the preceding theorem 9. 13 0 ® N (A) = Q (x) W(A). Furthermore every nilpotent element of W(A) is a torsion element, since A is a Dedekind domain [15] .
Thus 0 ® W (A) = G® W(A\ and W(A)/N(A) is again a torsion group. If A has trivial involution then even W(A)/N G (A) is a torsion group. § 10. The niain theorem for semi-local rings
In this section we mostly regard rings which are not equipped with an involution. Thus we slightly change our notation for the present section: A ring B equipped with an involution / will be denoted by (B, J) instead of a single letter.
Let A be a connected weakly semi-local ring, and let G denote the Galois group of the universal covering over A. For every signature σ of (A, id) we choose a strict real closure Tof A with respect to σ (cf. Definition 7. 10). We know from_ § 5 that [ : T] = 2. Thus we have a unique element γ of order 2 in G whose fixed ring in is T. If we choose another strict real closure of σ, then by the uniqueness theorem for strict real closures (Corollary 3. 10) γ changes to aya" 1 for some a in G. Associating with σ the conjugacy class of y we thus obtain a well defined map Φ from the set Sign (A) of signatures of (A, id) to the set of conjugacy classes of elements of order 2 in G. This map Φ is injective, since the fixed ring Γ of 7 has only one signature from which we obtain σ back by restriction to A. We shall prove A generalization of this theorem to rings with involution (Theorem 10. 12) will be the "main theorem" to which the title of this section alludes.
Notice that we did not exclude the case that A is non real. In this case Theorem 10. l teils us the still remarkable fact, that G contains no elements of order 2. Indeed, to prove Theorem 10. l it only remains to show that Φ is surjective. Thus let γ be a given element of order 2 in G, and let T denote the fixed ring of y. By Proposition 10. 2 the ring T has at least one signature τ. Certainly (Γ, τ) is strictly real closed, since the only non trivial covering of T (with trivial Involution) is non real. Thus the conjugacy class of γ is the image of τ\Α under Φ.
Most space of the present section will occupied by the proof of Proposition 10. 2. We first will be concerned with the construction of cyclic coverings of degree 4. Then we shall prove Proposition 10. 2 by observing that the ring A there does not possess any cyclic coverings of degree 4.
For our study of cyclic coverings of degree 4 we do not need the hypothesis that A is weakly semi-local. Thus A is now an arbitrary commutative ring with l . We introduce on A compositions ° and * (cf. [22] ), defined by 
As stated in § 7 all quadratic etale extensions of A have Artin-Schreier generators if A is weakly semi-local. Thus in this case the set of isomorphy classes of quadratic etale extensions of A can be identified with the cokernel of @\Γ(Α)-> Δ (Α).
More general results can be found in [22] .
In general, if A is connected then for a in Δ (A) the ring B = A \_@ ~ 1 d] is not connected ifandonlyif
Thus every a in Δ (A) which is not equivalent zero yields a covering of degree 2 over A (cf. proof of Lemma 7. 5).
We fix some a in A and consider the extension
of ^4. We denote the canonical Involution of B over A, i.e. the automorphism mapping ω to l -ω, by z H* z. This Involution does not depend on the choice of the Artin-Schreier generator and has the fixed ring A. We further denote the norm map ZH-+ZZ from B to A by 7V. We now define maps μ and v from B to A by
We then have 
of group homomorphisms.
We shall need the following complicated identities. -h -2b 2 ). Thus there exists a unique element η in Γ (E) with ζ* η* (-b-2b 2 ) = ω .
Applying p to this equation we obtain
On the other hand, denoting by δ the conjugate of y in B,
we have by Lemma 10. 6
Thus we see δ = $ (ή), or more explicitly
Using our defining relations of E over A we now can write down explicitly 4 different homomorphisms from E to over A, namely except the identity ωι-»ω, ζ Η* 1 -ζ ;
Since [£ : ^4] = 4 this must be all homomorphisms from Eto over A (cf. Proposition l . 6). They all map E into E. Thus £ is galois over A. Recall that every homomorphism from E to E over A is an automorphism of £ (cf. Lemma 1.1). Thus we have listed above the f ll Galois group of E over A. This group apparently is cyclic of order 4.
Assume now that A is connected and weakly semi-local and that [ :A] = 2. We want to prove the assertion of Proposition 10. 2 that A is real. For every maximal ideal 501 of the field j^il is separably closed by Lemma 7. 6. Now j^H has degree ^ 2 over the subfield A/Wl n A. If this degree is precisely 2, then ,4/501 n A is real, since Proposition 10. 2 is known to hold true over fields [3] , and thus A certainly is also real. Thus we assume since now that for every maximal ideal m of A the field A/m is separably closed. (This assumption is not substantial for the arguments below.) We denote by S the set of all maximal ideals m of A such that A /m has not characteristic 2. This set may of course be empty. We need a technical lemma. We Now we are able to prove Proposition 10. 2. We suppose that our ring A with \_ : A] = 2 is non real with respect to the trivial involution, and we want to deduce from this supposition a contradiction. Since A is weakly semi-local, we have with some a in A (A) which is not equivalent zero. The element -l of A is a sum of squares in A, since A is assumed to be non real [13] , Corollary 2. 7. Thus also is a sum of squares, with a t in A. From this equation we shall deduce the contradiction a~0. We take some element b of Γ(Α) and we study the element These facts can be proved along the same lines δs in the field case, cf. e. g. [16] , p. 213 ff. Now our assertion follows immediately by the arguments of J. B. Leicht in bis simplification of Artin-Schreier's proof [17] . By the way, if only p" = 0 in A for some n ^ l, then still G( \A) contains no elements of order/?, since the group G(A\ ) does not alter if A is replaced by its reduction modulo the nilradical [9] , Exp. l, Theorem 8. 3.
Thus our conjecture certainly holds true if A contains a field, and also if 2 lies in the Jacobson radical of A.
The following theorem is a condensation of most of our efforts for semi-local rings. Notice that in the case J = id this theorem coincides with Theorem 10. 1.
Main
Proof. We know from § 5 that indeed every real closure of (A 9 J) with respect to some signature σ is of the form ( , a) with an Involution a, and from § 6 that α is non degenerate. Furthermore by § 3 the pair ( , a) is up to isomorphy uniquely determined by σ, which means that the conjugacy class of α is uniquely determined by σ. Furthermore σ is the restriction of the unique signature of ( , a) (cf. § 7) to A, and thus different signatures yield different conjugacy classes of involutions. Finally let α be a non degenerate involution of extending /. Then the fixed ring Γ of α is strictly real closed by Proposition 10. 2, and thus bears a unique signature τ. By Proposition 7. 2 τ can be extended to a signature ρ of ( , a). Clearly ( , a) is the real closure of the restriction σ of ρ to (A, J). Thus every conjugacy class of non degenerate involutions on extending J originales from a signature of (A, J).
Involutions on semi-local rings occur in abundance in algebraic geometry. Whenever / is an involution on a scheme (X, & x ) and χ is a fixed point of / in X, then / induces an involution on & x . If χ is a point moved under / then J induces an involution on the semi-local ring A of local sections of & x defined in a neighbourhood of {x, J(x)}.
To the authors opinion Theorem 10. 12 might serve s a comfort to those readers who dislike the complications and dragging passages in this paper due to our study of rings with involution instead of rings without involution. § 11. Real curves Real affine curves provide an extremely beautiful Illustration of our theory of real closures, and thus will be discussed here although everything done in this section is only an exercise on Witt's result about real function fields in [23] and [24] .
In this section X always denotes a smooth irreducible affine curve over the field IR of real numbers {curve = scheme of dimension 1}, and A denotes the ring R\X] of algebraic functions defined on X. We assume that R is the precise field of constants of X, i. e. that A does not contain l/-T. By A 1 we denote the ring A [}/--1].
We equip A with the trivial Involution and yf with the mvolution j/^ϊι-» -J/-T over A, and we want to describe explicitly the Witt rings W (A) and W(A'). For this we shall first recall the results of Witt mentioned above. The structure of the group Q(A') has been completely determined by Witt in [23] , cf. also [8] . We introduce on X(R) the "strong topology", i. e. the coarsest topology such that the/in A yield continuous real valued functions on X(R). We have a decomposition
into r^O connected components {r = 0 if X(R) is empty}, and each Z t is homeomorphic either to a circle or to an open interval of R. The group Q(A f ) consists of the norm classes </> of definite functions, i. e. those/in F* which have on each Z t -a constant sign. In view of (11. 2) Witt's theorem III in [23] can be stated in the following way: q. e. d.
Remark 11. 8. By this theorem W (A) is generated by Q(A).
This fact had been overlooked in [10] , § 14. 
Theorem 11. 9. The canonical map from W (A) to W(A') is surjective, and its kernel is the nilradical I(A) t ofI(A). Thus
Prove that W (T) ^ II
We first show that W (T) has no torsion elements φ 0. Thus let z be a torsion element of W(T). There exists a finite subcovering B of A in T such that z is the image of a torsion element w in W (B). By Theorem 11. 7 there exists some (/) in Q + (B) with w = l -(/). We assume without loss of generality that w φ 0, and we regard the normalization C of B in the extension K(\/f) of the field of fractions Kof B, equipped with the trivial involution. C is a covering of degree 2 of B. The kernel of the canonical map from W (K) to W(K(\/f)} is generated by l -(/) in W (K) and hence is nilpotent. Thus also the kernel of the canonical map from W (B) to W(C) is nilpotent, and the signature τ\Β of B can certainly be extended to C. This implies that C can be embedded into T over B by Corollary 3. 10. Since the image of w in W(C) is zero, also the image z of w in W(T) must be zero. Thus W (T) contains no nilpotent elements φ 0.
It now suffices to prove that τ is the only signature of Γ, cf. proof of Corollary 7. 9. Suppose there exists another signature γ on T. We choose a finite subcovering B of A in T such that the signatures τ 1 : = τ\Β and γ ί : = y\B are still different. By Theorem 11.7 there exists some (/) in β (B) with r i (f)= +1 and 7i(/)= -1. We again consider the normalization C of B in the extension K(\/f) of the field of fractions K of B. Let X 1 be the real curve corresponding to B and X 2 the real curve corresponding to C. We immediately see that there lies a connected component of X 2 (IR) over the component of Xi(ff) belonging to τ ι (cf. Theorem 11. 7) but no component of X 2 (^) lies over the component of X^ (R) belonging to y l . Thus τ 1 can be extended to the covering C of B, while y i can not be extended to C. This is the desired contradiction : We can imbed C over B into Γ, since τ^ extends to C, and then y\C will be an extension of y l to C. Thus τ must be the only signature of T.
q. e. d. If this question has an affirmative answer then we shall have a theorem completely analogous to our main theorem 10. 12 for Dedekind domains which contain P and have a field of fractions of transcendency degree l over P.
On the other hand a st riet real closure of A may have a very big group of automorphisms over A in contrast to the semi-local case. As an example we choose A s the ring P [x, y~] with the defining relation of Λί' and A respectively. According to the theorems 11.7 and 11.9 every A' n has a unique signature σ' η and every A" has a unique signature σ π . If m divides n then σ' η must extend σ^ and σ η must extend a m . Thus R and Γ have unique signatures ρ and τ.
We want to prove that (Γ, τ) is a strict real closure of A with respect to the unique signature σ: = σ 1 , and that at the same time Tis galois over A.
We have an automorphism 2ni α' η :ζ η \->ζ»ζ η , ζ η :=β η , of the ring A' n over A' 9 which is compatible with the involution of A' n since ζ η = ζ~ι. This automorphism has order n. Since {A' n \A'~\-n, we see that A' n is a galois covering of A' with Galois group generated by &' n . If m divides n then a' n clearly extends οζ,, hence the a' n yield an automorphism a' of R over A f and by restriction an automorphism α of jR 0 = T over Λ. Clearly 7? is galois over A ' and is generated by a'. This implies that Tis galois over A with generated by a. Now the Riemann surface C* = P 1 (C)\{0, 00}
corresponding to the curve Spec(,4') over C is homotopy equivalent to the circle S 1 and hence has a topological fundamental group isomorphic to Z. Thus there exists up to topological and hence analytical isomorphy only one covering of C* of degree n for every n ^ 1. Since the isomorphy classes of finite coverings of C* correspond uniquely to the isomorphy classes of finite coverings of \A'\ 9 cf. e. g. [20] , p. 15,we learn that up to isomorphy \A' n \ is the only covering of \A'\ of degree n. Thus |/Z| is simply connected and (R, ρ) is certainly real closed. This implies that (Γ, τ) is strictly real closed.
